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Zombie Undead (2010)

Director:  Rhys Davies

Where to get it: MVD

A terrorist detonates a dirty bomb in the heart of a densely-populated city, unleashing a gruesome zombie 

plague that spreads like wildfire. Sarah’s father was bleeding out, and she knew he would die if she didn’t get 

him to a hospital fast. The scene that greets them on arrival is one of chaos. The floor, awash with blood, is 

covered with the bodies of the dying and injured, doctors dart back and forth, clearly overwhelmed. Sarah 

stumbles back and her world fades to black. Upon regaining consciousness she is greeted by the uneasy 

silence of a seemingly deserted building….

And we got another zombie flick on our hands! And let’s get something straight. There isn’t anything wrong 

with this movie per-say. It is a film that is shock well, it does have some nasty looking zombies, and unlike 

most American indie zombie films we have people with British accents. The problem with Zombie Undead is it 

is still like every other zombie movie you’ve seen in the last few years. The characters are pretty much the 

same characters we’ve already been seeing everywhere else. And to make matters worse, the plot is pretty 

much the same as everything else with people making the same mistakes.

I don’t like speaking really negative 

about films. But I was just let down by this for being what I’ve seen before. I was hoping it would be an indie 

movie that dealt with zombies a little differently than the other zombie films I’ve seen recently had. We end 

up with a repeat of that and we end up with character that sadly weren’t even that likeable. But as I said 

before, we do have some cool gore. I will give this movie that much at least. The zombie here do look cool 

and we do have blood. And I can only assume for some that those elements could be enough for some.

(4.5/10)
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